Junior Statistician

London, UK

Hotels.com

Hotels.com, an Expedia Inc. company, is a truly data-driven company and as such we use data to support almost every company decision. We use analytics methods that range from simple to very sophisticated, depending on the business need.

We are looking for a motivated, talented individual to join our Product Analytics Team that oversees 87 sites in 36 languages. This role will provide an invaluable opportunity for an individual to work with our Landing and Mobile Apps Product Teams, delivering actionable behavioural insights to enable informed product decisions. You will work with a cross-functional group of Product, Technology and User Experience specialists, working on high impact AB and multivariate tests. Your responsibilities will range from test design to data capture requirements, analysis and recommendations.

And you?

• You’re passionate about data, customer behaviour and love solving puzzles
• You enjoy optimisation and always look to improve things for yourself & other people
• You have strong communicational skills and are comfortable presenting complex findings in a clear and concise manner
• You have outstanding logical thinking and strong background in maths, stats, physics, engineering, operations research, data science or similar, and a scientific approach to problem-solving
• You are very energetic and have can do attitude
• You like coding and have experience in tools such as R, Python etc.
• You like to be different and embrace diversity
• You have lots of enthusiasm and bags of new ideas
• You cannot wait to hear from us!

Apply